Canisius College COLI Workshop Series – Buffalo, NY – October 12, 2017
Tobin, “Reach Every Student with Simple, Effective Design Strategies”
Participant Rating Results
Attendance: 29

Respondents: 20

1. This session’s information will be useful to me in my job.
2. The description matched what I experienced in the session.
3. The facilitator demonstrated good presentation skills.
4. Over all, this was a good session.
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5. In a few words, share your over-all impression of this session.




















Excellent presenter. Would like to hear or see (!) a list of possible platforms to use to provide alternate media.
Excellent. Ideas for attending faculty and education students. Thanks again!
Great strategies. Thank you for presenting, Tom! There were lots of great tips for easily implementing UDL practices.
I learned that UDL is “useless” because not everyone learns the same way. We should activate 3 brain networks, and make
sure everyone has access.
I’m excited to get started! My only hesitation is reaching kids through technology (since I know it’s so engaging) when
resources aren’t available. Technology is such a great way to create choices, but I will definitely be thinking of some nontech choices as well! ☺ Thank you for everything!
Interesting + knowledgeable.
It has enlightened me in many different ways. It was an eye opener.
It informed me of different alternatives, uses of text, and steps that can be used when studying in school or teaching in a
classroom.
Many interesting ideas that could help us and many new concepts as well.
Really cool PowerPoint. Great presenting. Really interesting thoughts and ideas.
Really cool. Learned a lot and was interested.
The best presentation I’ve seen thus far. Five strategies for UDL: start with text, make alternatives, do it your own way, go
step by step, set content free.
This session really helped me to gain knowledge about different ways to both interact with and instruct my students. It
definitely showed me a different perspective than the one I am used to.
This was extremely useful to know for my future career as a teacher. I like the idea of aiming for progress, not perfection.
This was great, live, and interesting to hear what we all should do to improve others’ ability. Thank you!
Very informational on difficult teaching circumstances.
Very informative session.
Very interactive, thought provoking.
Very interesting ideas/concepts.

